
Decorate your house with a mix of ethnicity and design. The different house design posts, home furnishings,
furnishings, and rugs can all be used to add life to your house. A rug is a sure shot methods of adding much-
needed heat and elegance to the decoration. Put them on the floor or utilize them as runners, they will cheer up
the location. Some popular rug classifications consist of Moroccan Rugs, antique Asian rugs, and Persian rugs. The
Moroccan Rugs have actually been decorating the houses of millions for some time now.

History of the Moroccan Rugs

The art of Moroccan rug weaving has its origins in the Atlas Mountains of Morocco. The tribals in the mountains
have turned over their art from one generation to the other. These rugs are not simply home design for the
people in Northern Africa; it is a fundamental part of their culture. These hand-knotted rugs were thought about
as the ideal present.

Kinds Of Moroccan Carpets

The tribal rugs are typically known as Berber carpets (after the tribe.) These are made from hand-dyed wool, the
colors of which can be intense or faded. Since these are hand-made, each rug is distinctive when it concerns the
styles, colors, and patterns . The designs utilized in these http://edition.cnn.com/search/?text=Moroccan rug
carpets bear a resemblance to Native American weaving. The original Berber carpets can be quite costly.

Fez carpets are the most costly type of Moroccan carpets available. These carpets have the most fragile handwork
in terms of elaborate patterns and are largely knotted.

Kilims or hanbels are typically made from silk or wool or a mix of both. These rugs are flat in weave, light in
weight, and the designs are in colors of green, mauve, red, white, and blue. These are less expensive compared to
the other 2 ranges.

The rate of each rug will be separately depending on the intricate knotting, design and patterns, size, and the
colors utilized.

Why Have Moroccan Rugs For Your Home?

One of the most significant battles of modern-day times has been to blend the old with the new. This is real of our
homes. We want our houses to look modern, elegant, and conventional all at the same time. Moroccan Rugs
completely fit the expense for this requirement. They have high utility and cheer up the environment and make for
luxurious living. As most of the rugs are special, they go a long method in reflecting your aesthetic taste and
sensibility. The bright colors, in-depth patterns, and natural patterns make them stand apart from their factory
equivalents. Go ahead and a dash of color to your flooring, to the Atlas Weavers wall, or just use the rug as a toss.

Moroccans say that no two Moroccan rugs are alike so you can be assured that any Moroccan rug included to
your home is one of a kind. Moroccan handmade rugs, or hand-knotted rugs, are distinct in that every rug is
developed by a different lady craftsmen who conveys her historical heritage in her competent development.
Normally, Moroccan rugs utilize either a stack or flat weave or a combination of the two.

Some popular rug classifications consist of Moroccan Rugs, antique Oriental rugs, and Persian rugs. The art of
Moroccan rug weaving has its origins in the Atlas Mountains of Morocco.
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